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Kill the bed bugs before they bite youAfter decades of queer silence, the bed bug has found its way

back into our homes. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a tiny pest with a huge family, and itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ready to put our

slumber on the line. Who said bugs are easy to wipe out? Well, with this guide book you will know

exactly how to take the flat-bodied, mahogany bug by the neck and sweep it into

non-existence.Latch on to the bug before it finds an excuse into your house. This book will take you

through a complete rundown of ways to get around this exasperating issue. With a succinct

description of its background and biology, you will get familiar with the winding path the bug takes to

your home, and, you will learn ways to scour your house for an infestation. If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re waking

up with bug bites, it is important that you know how to identify them, and be prepared to take the

right action as soon as you feel sore skin.Anything with a warm stream of blood running through it is

at risk of being attacked by the bed bug, including your pets. Keep your children and pets safe with

tested prevention techniques. DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t worry! The idea of being on the alert at all times, and

looking out for minute insects, sounds strenuous. Debunk all myths they ever told you about the bed

bug, and wriggle free from the nasty gaggle of bugs with this strident guide to a bug free home.

Once, you are through with the book, hurling the bed bug out of your home will be second nature.
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This book has a really good section on how to inspect your pets if they have bed bugs how to treat

the bed bug bites how to launder their bedding and shampoo them so if you are a pet owner this is

worth reading.If left unattended just a few bed bugs can multiply to a couple of thousand bed bugs

in a couple of months.During her lifetime a female bed bug can lay up to 500 eggs.She puts a glue

like substance on the eggs and puts them on rough surfaces.The bed bugs has a rather fascinating

feeding mechanism.They are attracted to the carbon dioxide emitted by the host they feed on blood

of warm bloodied animals.They are also attracted to heat.They use a piercing proboscis[feeding

organ] to penetrate the skin of there prey.The saliva they put in the wound keeps the blood from

clotting so it is flowing freely so they can feed on it. It also keeps the wound from closing up and

numbs the area so the prey does not feel it.They eat every 8 to 10 days.That is why you will not see

them all at once because they do not feed everyday at the same time only a few will be able to feed

at a time because it takes at least five days to digest the blood meal they had.They can usually live

from 2 to 6 months without a blood meal at normal temperatures but have known to live 18 months

without a meal at a temperature of 65 f or less.This one trait insures they almost always reach

adulthood.The bed bug is called Cimex Lecturlarius the on that feeds on humans.Bed bug bite

symptoms:Bed bug bites could look like rashes.I noticed a lot of times I would have a rash on my

thighs from bed bugs bites.Sometimes a person may have a bed bug bite but not see any marks

some people do not have any reactions to bed bug bites so you will not see any marks from the bed

bug biting them.Some bed bug bites look like mosquito bites except there are three or more in a row

because the bed bug was been bothered because someone moved and unconnected him so he

had to move down and pierce the skin again then he was bothered and unconnected again and had

to move down and connect again on the same blood vein.Bed bug bites can cause

blisters,welts,localized swelling,Large red wheals,Redness on the skin,bleeding,infection from

scratching,Loss of skin tissue.If you have severe allergic reactions to bed bug bites some people

have formation of welts that take weeks to heal.Usually a rash can develop after hours or days of a

bed bug biting you.It does not happen right after you get bit so when you see a bite that is a welt or



a rash you might have gotten bitten a couple hours to a day before so you might not know where

you got your bed bug bite at because of this.Natural remedies for bed bug bites.See a medical

doctor if it gets bad.Bed bugs love clutter because there is many places to hide in it.They like cracks

in walls.Cleaning your home helps to find where bed bugs are hiding and it organizes things so it is

harder for them to nest in things and also helps you to prepare your home you can spray pesticides

and have a successful treatment because they will be a lot more effective.How do you get bed bugs

they come in second hand furniture that is why people are throwing it away because it is infested

with bed bugs.When you go to infested places they just crawl on your clothes they like to stay on the

floor and then crawl on you from there.At normal temperatures bed bugs can live about 5 months

without food that insures them that they survive a long time.Apartment complexes ,motels,dorm

rooms,recreational areas,movie theaters,and other places where there is a lot of turnover of

different people going there are places you can get bed bugs from.Apartments have a big problem

with bed bugs because a lot of people that go there, also everything is built together so if the bed

bugs get in the structure of the building it can go thru the walls or ceilings to another apartment that

had no bed bugs to start with.Bed bugs can hide in cracks in walls and ceilings,window sills,curtain

folds,furniture seams,head boards,bed frames mattresses,box springs,sheets ,buttons,tags.He talks

about getting the right pesticide something approved by the EPA.If you use sprays not approved by

the EPA he says it will make the bed bugs spread everywhere in your home so the problem will be

worse then when you started.The best treatment method is unrelenting cleaning and inspecting for

bed bugs and using the right pesticides.Vacuuming and washing bug infested areas is an effective

way to kill bed bugs.Vacuum curtains,bed frames,floors pay close attention to dark corners where

you could not clean otherwise.Carpets must be vacuumed along the edges near the wall for maxium

impact.A dry steamer is also good against bed bug and eggs but be sure you do not blow them

away to another part of your home.Mattress seams and stitching must be scrubbed with a stiff

brush.Frequently launder your clothes and bedding to kill the bed bugs in them.He says cover box

spring and mattress with vinyl covers and fix holes with duct tape.All the bed bug books written by

pest control professionals say use bed bug encasement usually mattress safe or protect a

bed/allenzip bed bug encasement.Seal the holes around pipes and other wire areas and make sure

no holes go unnoticed in the house.If you have a uncontrolled infestation try to hire a experienced

pest control person that has a lot of experience with bed bugs.He said spraying pesticides alone will

not get rid of bed bugs unless you team it up with a extensive cleaning regimens.Prevention if you

clean your house regularly you can usually pick up bed bugs before they infest your house like a

cluster of bed bugs.To guard against bed bugs do not bring in second hand furniture or



mattresses,If you really need to get them clean them thoroughly before bring them in the house.Pull

back the sheets and look for blood on the mattress.Seal cracks and crevices.If you notice bed bugs

in your clothes immediately put the clothes in the dryer to kill the bed bugs.If you have been

traveling put laundry in plastic bags and wash it on hot water and dry it on high temperature.Dig

deep and inspect couches pillows and mattresses,seams and upholstered furniture.If you find skin

casts,rusted stains in any stealthy spot you are most likely to find a whole lot of bed bug eggs.Look

into more slits and crannies,more cracks in the wall more furniture seams and clean off whenever

you find traces.Remove thin covers from the underside of box spring,open furniture screw holes and

look in window sills.For dark, tight areas use a flashlight with a magnifying glass.To avoid missing

tiny bed bug hiding spots.Loose wallpaper on walls is a good bed bug hiding spot.On carpeted

floors pull up carpeted edges to look for bed bugs.If your floors are carpeted,you want to pull up the

edges and look under the carpet.Chances are you will find rusted stains and fecal stains which will

give you evidence and a warning sign.Be wary of spraying over the counter chemicals in your

bedroom and scan the label for EPA products.Look everywhere when you"re scrambling for bed

bugs even your neighbors house they might be going thru the walls to your place from there.

the book is quite a great book. it provides how to identify a bed bug, how to know whether you are

bitten by it, how to understand kill them. it covers all the topic you need to know whether about bed

bugs. the author has really done a good job in these book! worth buying

A short fluff free book, full of information. It starts right from the origin of bedbugs and instructs us

how to get rid of them and how to cure their bites by simple treatments. Highly recommended.

Informative but already knew most of it.
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